TRUDEAU PLAYS WESTERN CANADIANS AS FOOLS!

The federal Liberal government intends to **play Western Canadians for fools** – again. Between now and the end of the Parliamentary session later this month, the Trudeau government will likely **approve the Trans Mountain pipeline** for a second time. And then while the country is **mesmerized** by that, the Liberals will **ban the shipping of Alberta oil** by tanker from ports on the northern B.C. coast and **pass an impossible new environmental assessment bill**.

In effect, the Trudeau government intends to **give us** one smallish new pipeline, then **slam the door shut** on all possible future ones. **The Liberals are thinking we’re dumb enough** to be deceived by their sleight-of-hand and will say: “Look what a great job Justin is doing, respecting the environment while also recognizing the need for economic development.”

However, there is a very good chance **not one metre of the Trans Mountain expansion ever gets built**, while it is **absolutely certain** that if Bills C-48 (the tanker ban) and C-69 (the new assessment law) get passed, **no additional pipelines will ever get built to a Canadian coastal port**.
The Liberals are cynical plotters. They know the moment they approve Trans Mountain, well-funded environmental groups, backed by foreign money, will go to court for injunctions against construction.

Approving Trans Mountain will not be popular in Quebec or in B.C.’s Lower Mainland - two regions the Liberals must carry in order to hold onto power in the October election. They will be praying the eco-activists win their injunctions, so Trudeau and his ministers can claim they’d love to get started (total BS) but their hands are tied by the need to respect the judicial process.

Some believe that there will be no real decision on Trans Mountain until well after this fall’s election – perhaps as late as 2021. However, the tanker ban and new assessment laws will have immediate effect. And those will go to court as well. But no investors are going to risk billions of dollars on new oil and gas developments with those clouds hanging over the whole of Canada’s energy industry. Trudeau has played this like a maestro and it is destroying our energy business!

Alberta and Canada are losing somewhere in the range of $50 billion a year in foregone investment in new energy projects because the Trudeau government (and formerly Alberta’s Notley government) have been so hostile to oil and gas development. Even if the courts ultimately side with Trans Mountain a couple of years from now, that’s another $100 billion lost in the meantime. Moreover, the damage to Canada’s reputation as a stable place to invest will ripple through our economy for many years beyond that.

Make no mistake, if Bills C-48 and C-69 pass unamended, they constitute a direct and deliberate attack on Alberta and its economy. Period!

Will their passage fan the flames of separatism in the West? Yes it will!! Support for separation has wained a bit since Jason Kenney and the UCP were elected. But that will definitely change if the rest of the country foists another federal Liberal government on us in October.

The West stuck around last time Ottawa launched an attack on our resources (National Energy Program in 1980) because the Reform party came along and demanded more power in the central halls of power. Then the country elected a prime minister from the West, Stephen Harper, and we felt there
was real hope our lopsided Confederation would begin to respect our goals. But that never happened and we are now on the verge of the country splitting!

If Justin Trudeau gets a second term, and if an independence leader arises, the West will not want to stick around a second time. Westerners in Alberta and Saskatchewan will DEMAND a vote on separation!

https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/gunter-the-west-is-losing-patience-with-pipeline-politics

This threat of separation was reinforced today in a letter by six premiers to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau asking him to change or bury two pieces of federal legislation that critics of both bills say could hurt Canada’s energy and natural resources sectors. The two bills are C-69 (legislation that would change the way regulatory authorities evaluate and assess proposed new major resources projects) and C-48 (the Oil Tanker Moratorium Act, which, if passed, would turn into law into what has been practiced for years: the prohibition of any oil tankers off of Canada’s northern B.C. coast).


VIVIAN KRAUSE - A NEW DOCUMENTARY FILM!!

Vivian Krause has started a GoFundMe to create a documentary film about foreign interference in Canadian energy. PLEASE consider supporting it, and share the link!

https://www.gofundme.com/fair-questions-documentary-film?
utm_medium=email&utm_source=product&utm_campaign=p_email%2B5311-donation-receipt-wp-v5&utm_content=internal

This campaign is important for Canada. Canadian’s need to understand if and how much of our future is being manipulated by big US (and other) interests, who are not interested in the environment (that is just a convenient excuse), but have another more sinister agenda in mind.

If you are genuinely concerned about foreign money coming into Canada for nefarious reasons and the likes of DAVID SUZUKI and BILL McKIBBEN
becoming wealthy on the backs of Albertans, then you should consider a donation. If you want your children to grow up in a viable country and for Canada not to do what Argentina did in the 1950’s, then please consider a donation. If you understand the power of social media and how much the professional side of journalism has suffered, resulting in a torrent of misinformation from the likes of McKibben and Suzuki and want to help to correct that, please consider a donation.

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: Trudeau is highly indoctrinated by mentors who have no loyalty to our history or evolved institutions and who are anxious to destroy them. His questionable intellectual capacity has probably made him an easy subject for indoctrination. The educational system has been severely compromised and purged over recent decades and with few exceptions students emerge thoroughly incapable of resisting revolutionary doctrine because they have not been exposed to much of anything else. Our past history and achievement has been demonized while Revolutionary Marxist policies have been surreptitiously intruded into their minds to occupy the vacated space. Nature abhors a vacuum. The Internet has provided a reasonably open forum in its earlier form but political activists have recently been making a concentrated effort to make it a place only for “approved” Internationalist and Statist ideology, i.e., Establishment ideas. We appear to be on the cusp of a new tyranny.

2. From a Reader: This week it’s a "Climate Emergency"! Next week it will probably be an "Imminent Crisis". Grateful that I somehow missed the last one in 2000. https://www.apnews.com/bd45c372caf118ec99964ea547880cd0

3. From a Reader: David Suzuki, ( bug doctor) has been successful in stopping global warming. The night of June 3/4, 2019, the low temperature in Ottawa was 3.5c. This beats the 1964 record of 3.6c. It is so wet and cold that farmers can’t plant their crops. We are saving the world but may starve to death doing it.

4. From a Reader: Oh!!!!your going to love this!!! Carbon tax can help deal with extreme weather, Alberta fires: Trudeau https://globalnews.ca/news/5351551/justin-trudeau-carbon-tax-weather-alberta-fires
5. From a Reader: We should not be surprised. Trudeau has stacked the deck in the Senate. The chamber of supposed second sober thought has become a partisan rubber stamp for irrational Liberal policies that are demonstrably NOT in the national interest. They are, however, in the interests of getting the LPC a second term, as any additional impediments on Alberta’s energy business will play nicely to the voters in BC, Quebec and for the Greens. Kenney says he will bring a constitutional challenge if Bill C-48 is passed – On what grounds? Likelihood of success? Effective remedies? Elapsed time? Brett Wilson first said that the Liberals are pushing Alberta out of Canada – he is right! When Bills C-69 & 48 are passed, independence will be the only effective path forward for Alberta. I hope Kenney has the balls to do what has to be done in Alberta’s best interests!

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. JOHN IVISON: NOT EVEN A PIPELINE WILL SOOTHE WESTERN IRE WHEN THIS LEGISLATION SAILS THROUGH THE HOUSE

2. JOE OLIVER: CANADA IS GETTING WORRYINGLY CLOSE TO EMBRACING ECONOMICALLY DESTRUCTIVE ‘SUSTAINABLE FINANCE’

3. REASONED SKEPTICISM ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE IS HEALTHY

4. THINK GLOBALLY, ACT PROFITABLY
http://us2.forward-to-friend.com/forward/show?u=27ed33877e4cbef4f0b684b7b&id=5dc4da6248

5. FAKE CLIMATE SCIENCE AND SCIENTISTS
ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair, inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Bob
Robert J. Iverach, Q.C.
Calgary, Alberta
biverach@mac.com

Ken
Ken Wilson
Calgary, Alberta
kenfwilson@icloud.com

If you wish to receive our emails, please email me at biverach@mac.com stating "Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email me at biverach@mac.com" stating "Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!.
If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Alberta Action activities.